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When it comes to choose interior colors for their homes, a large number of people get confused
over this selection. This is because interior colors play a vital role in making or breaking a space
especially colors in your living room. You cannot choose the colors right from a color palette but you
should carefully think what kind of difference they bring to your home's visual appearance. There
are so many great living room  wall colors available that there is really no need to settle for
something conservative. Style means a lot for many people and they ready to spend great sum of
money just to get the right tone and style.

Design styles can exhibit your living room wall colors to a degree. Most people automatically thinks
blues, greens and yellows when a nautical design style is mentioned. However, modern style
conjures up thoughts of black and white, while mission style brings reds and browns to mind.
Always remember that it's your room and you have to eventually decide what colors you want. Take
a look at the following styles and get some kind of help from here.

Casual - Earth tones (shades of brown, orange, gold, softer reds, olive and other muted greens)

Contemporary / Modern - Black, white, gray / silver, and bright solid colors (red, blue, green)

Country - light blue, shades of yellow, warm reds, orange, green

Rustic / Lodge - hunter green, darker shades of red, brown, yellow, orange

Traditional / Victorian - muted and lighter colors like light green, light blue, restrained gold, softer
reds

Nautical - light to royal blue, green, yellow, tan, off-white

Alike them, there are many other themes and styles to choose from. Internet is full of many
wonderful painting themes and tips that you can use for an aesthetic appeal to your living room.
Below are some of the important tips for your living room wall colors.

Do take into consideration the amount of natural light comes into your living room. In case of lots of
lights come in , you can â€œcoolâ€• your colors quite feasibly. On the contrary, if there is little natural light,
your focus must on â€œwarmingâ€• up the room.

Manage some time to study the colors associated with different time periods that will help you
choosing the right living room wall colors and other interior colors for your design style.

Don't go against the already distinctive features of a room. Especially if these features are
permanent, or semi-permanent like molding or cabinetry.
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Looking for good quality a living room wall colors and a interior colors? With an employee strength
of about 900, AkzoNobel India's manufacturing sites, business and sales offices and distribution
network span the length and breadth of the country.
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